BRICK VENEER

INSULATION, IDENTIFY TYPE AND LOCATION

WALL TIE, FASTENER HOLE SEALED AND TOOLED WITH POLYGUARD AIRLOK DETAIL-N-JOINT OR DETAIL SEALANT PW BETWEEN BACK OF WALL TIE AND AIR BARRIER FIELD MEMBRANE

QUICK GRIP ADHESIVE

POLYGUARD AIRLOK SPRAY-N-ROLL OR AIRLOK FLASH-N-ROLL FLUID-APPLIED AIR BARRIER MEMBRANE. APPLY AIR BARRIER BEFORE (AS SHOWN) OR AFTER SELECTED FLASHING.

TERMINATION BAR (BY OTHERS) FOR SHEET THRU-WALL FLASHING ONLY. APPLY AND TOOL WITH POLYGUARD DETAIL SEALANT PW OR AIRLOK DETAIL-N-JOINT ALONG TOP EDGE AND OVER EACH FASTENER HEAD. TERMINATION BAR AND SEALANT ARE NOT REQUIRED IN COMBINATION WITH FLUID-APPLIED THRU-WALL FLASHING MATERIALS.

POLYGUARD AIRLOK GUN-N-SPREAD, AIRLOK FLASH-N-ROLL, AIRLOK DETAIL-N-JOINT, OR DETAIL SEALANT PW TOOLED TO 25 MILS WET; OR POLYGUARD AIRLOK SHEET 200 BU / NP, AIRLOK SHEET 400 NP, OR AIRLOK SHEET 400 HT / NP APPLIED OVER POLYGUARD 650 LT LIQUID ADHESIVE OR CALIFORNIA SEALANT APPLIED AT A RATE OF 250 - 300 SF / GAL, OR OVER 650 WB LIQUID ADHESIVE APPLIED AT A RATE OF 350 - 400 SF / GAL; OR APPLIED OVER QUICK GRIP SPRAY ADHESIVE. EXTEND SELECTED FLASHING MEMBRANE A MINIMUM 3" ONTO AIR BARRIER MEMBRANE AND TERMINATE 5/8" FROM BEND IN DRIP EDGE (END DAMS NOT SHOWN). APPLY SELECTED FLASHING MATERIAL EITHER BEFORE OR AFTER (AS SHOWN) SELECTED POLYGUARD AIR BARRIER MEMBRANE.

SHELF ANGLE PER ENGINEERING DETAILS

WEEP HOLES (BEYOND)

BACKER ROD AND SEALANT (BY OTHERS)

STAINLESS STEEL OR COPPER DRIP EDGE

NON-FLANGED WINDOW DOOR OR FIXTURE (WINDOW SHOWN)